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The results of this year’s Future of Payments Research
research show that the global movement towards
a digital future continues. As adoption of a host of
digital payments methods steadily grows, we are
witnessing expanded interest in new channels and
types of payments. Today’s consumers are embracing
innovation at breakneck speed, and we anticipate this
transformation accelerating as business models and
commerce platforms evolve.
With strong interest in our first annual report, we
expanded the coverage to 20 countries in 2018 to
deepen the input on trends, needs, behavioral
patterns, and growth opportunities for the future.
The results offer vital insights into consumer drivers
and the future of payments.
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Payment Maturity and
Innovation Readiness

The way we pay and get paid is changing. New channels and
payments innovations are transforming the payments ecosystem.
Our annual research defines a continuum of payments maturity
and innovation readiness that reflects a sea change in the industry.
From a focus on security to a more consumer-centric model to a
world of seamless payments, the evolution is underway.

Q
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1.0 Secure
Focus on payments
platforms being safe
and functional

Traditional ecommerce
Buy buttons
Check
Wire transfers
In-person banking
Cash or equivalent

2.0 Consumer-Centric
Desire for products
and services designed
around them

P2P payments
QR codes
Mobile wallet
Debit/Credit cards
Prepaid card
Online banking
Traditional electronic

3.0 Seamless
Where payments
are fully integrated
across experiences
and platforms

Messaging apps
Smart home devices
Wearables
Contactless
Mobile banking
Cardless or digital
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The Payment Maturity & Innovation Readiness IndexA1

3.0

The Payment Maturity Metric
is based on consumer needs,
technology adoption rates,
government regulations, and
the availability and usage of
new technology.
Innovation Readiness reflects
consumers’ willingness to
accept and use new
payment technologies.

While indicators still lag in the
territory between Secure and
Consumer-Centric, the move
to 3.0 Seamless methods and
channels is well underway.
While some countries seem to
lead in innovation, we see the
small gap between maturity and
innovation readiness in countries
like South Korea, Brazil, the UK,
and Australia as a sign that the
next leap forward will be upon
us soon.

Payment Maturity

The proprietary metrics developed
as part of this research help
measure payment maturity
and innovation readiness, and
assess opportunity and identify
gaps. With the shift from 1.0
Secure channels and payments
methods to 2.0 ConsumerCentric, we are poised for
innovation to be unleashed
around the globe.

The Payment Maturity Metric A1
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Payment Maturity

Traditional ecommerce
Buy buttons
Check

Wire transfers
In-person banking
Cash or equivalent

2.0 Consumer-Centric

•

Innovation Readiness

1.0 Secure

P2P payments
QR codes
Mobile wallet
Debit/Credit cards

Prepaid card
Online banking
Traditional electronic

3.0 Seamless
Messaging apps
Smart home devices
Wearables

Contactless
Mobile banking
Cardless or digital
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Levels of Payment Maturity
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1.0
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AUSTRALIA

UK

BRAZIL

S. KOREA

RUSSIA

CANADA

SWEDEN

CHINA

POLAND

INDIA

MEXICO

CHILE

US

GERMANY

KENYA

UAE

COLOMBIA

ARGENTINA

FRANCE

JAPAN
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The Payments Maturity–Innovation Readiness GapA2
Some countries like Brazil, Australia, Sweden,
and the UK show a small gap due to both high
innovation and high maturity. While opportunity
may seem limited, these markets are actually on the
cusp of the next level in payments technologies
and have the opportunity to create demand as
they evolve.

As payments evolve, the research shows
opportunity measured by the gap between
current usage of payments technologies and
future interest in innovation. For countries like
Japan and France with strong innovation
readiness and lower digital payments
maturity, delivering on demand will enable
quick progress and increased sophistication.
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Payments Maturity/
Innovation Readiness Gap
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San Francisco Innovation Center
Miami Innovation Center
Dubai Innovation Center
London Innovation Center
Singapore Innovation Center
New York Innovation Studio
São Paulo Innovation Studio
Tel Aviv Innovation Studio
Berlin Innovation Studio
Mexico City Innovation Studio

'
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Mexico

41

•

16

Sweden

Russia

33

UK

United States
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For those in the middle, a combined strategy
of delivering innovative solutions, supporting
adoption, and building trust as solutions
advance will drive progress. Overall, we
see a global opportunity gap of 19, which
indicates that the transformation of
commerce is in full force.
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22

China

Germany Poland

49

South Korea
Japan

France

•

05

25

UAE

27

India

29

'
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Colombia

26

'
'

Chile

33

Argentina

'•

Brazil

25

Kenya

03

Australia

Moscow Innovation Studio
Beijing Innovation Studio – coming soon
Paris Innovation Studio – coming soon
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VIE WPOINT MARK JAMISON
SVP, GLOBAL HEAD OF INNO VATION & DESIGN

Expectations Driving
an Evolution
As the world’s largest payments
network operating in more than
200 countries and territories,
Visa has unique visibility into
how digital payments and
commerce are evolving around
the world. A number of years
ago, in partnership with the
global research firm GfK, we
launched a proprietary, primary
research study that collected
comprehensive consumer
payment and commerce
behaviors across 20 key global
markets to understand the most
important changes happening in
our industry.
In 2017, we started publicly
sharing the insights of this
longitudinal study in our first
report and, frankly, the response
was overwhelming. Across the
world, merchants, financial
institutions, governments,
regulators, and industry analysts
all engaged with us in deep
and nuanced discussions of
the trends. Our data was even
included in digital commerce’s
gold standard for insights, Mary
Meeker’s Internet Trends Report!
The insights in this year’s report
are even more provocative and
relevant for every player in the
10

commerce ecosystem. The
lines between digital and
physical commerce have
continued to blur, with
omni-channel experiences
becoming the norm. Similarly,
the hype of artificial intelligence
has burgeoned both behind the
scenes in algorithms and curated,
personalized digital experiences,
as well as in the primary
interfaces of our everyday lives
through devices such as Amazon
Alexa and Google Home.
It is almost cliché to say now,
but the profound impact of
smartphone apps remains the
foundation of incredibly rich,
integrated commerce experiences
available on demand. From the
government-mandated move
to open banking in Europe to
the massive consumer adoption
of QR code payments across
many Asian markets, powered
by the rise of massive commerce
platforms such as WeChat,
AliPay and PayTM, the pace of
change has never been faster
nor has the basis for competition
ever been more dynamic.
Taken together, the world is on
an increasingly high-velocity
journey toward more digital,
ubiquitous commerce.

Our 2018 research report
highlights five key themes that
are driving change in commerce:

• The benefits of
•
•
•
•

removing friction in
commerce experiences
The increasing
consumer demand
for personalized control
The importance of
convenience in
driving adoption
The shift from
single-use to
multi-use platforms
The vital role of
compelling user
experiences

To deepen these themes, we
have curated a set of unique
editorial insights, penned by Visa
executives, to illustrate how these
trends will affect individuals,
businesses, and economies
throughout the world. We hope
this report is just the beginning
of a rich, ongoing dialogue as
we collectively translate these
insights into the next generation
of payments solutions.
We look forward to engaging in
that conversation with you!
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TREND #1

SEAMLESS
SOLUTIONS

Digital Delivers Faster

Winners Offer More Integrated,
Frictionless, Almost Too-Easy
Payments Solutions
From online shopping to signing up for a new account, friction is the
enemy of merchants, marketers, and product managers alike. Today’s
consumers expect speed and immediacy in all of their interactions,
especially when making a purchase. In the 2017 report, we saw how
companies have been removing friction with the shift from card to
cloud, the expansion of APIs, and the emerging messaging platform
commerce ecosystem. This year, these changes have continued and we
see a faster shift to consumer-centric channels and payments methods,
while seamless channels and methods like conversational commerce
have shown significant increases in interest.
As more options emerge and life becomes increasingly instantaneous,
consumers have less and less patience for additional steps. This is why
finding ways to remove friction has been the foothold for some of the
most successful product, service, and payments innovations in recent
years. From requesting and paying for a ride via an app to waving
your phone at the retail point of sale to pay, making life easier, more
efficient, and more pleasant has transformed virtually every industry in
the recent past. While we have made revolutionary advances in building
more advanced, effective solutions, there is still significant room for
innovations that eliminate friction in everyday life.
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Gen Z used 62% more
cash than Leading Edge
Consumers in 2017 and
67% more still in 2018

As the world finds more areas
where instant gratification is
the norm, the patience with
friction in other arenas has
dramatically decreased.
Payments are no exception.
Leading Edge Consumers
(LECs) and Gen Z (see page 83
for segment definitions) have
reduced their dependence on
cash (12% lower for LECs
and 10% for Gen Z). At the
same time, they increased
usage of credit cards by 21%
and 12%, respectively, in
2018. Even for small ticket
items, the convenience of
cards is prevailing.

+21%

..

..•··········
··························

+12%

Accelerating the
Seamless Advantage
Beyond usage of more frictionless
payments, consumer interest in
the next generation of seamless
methods is increasing. The
research shows steep growth
in opportunity for chip cards,
digital and mobile wallets, and
prepaid reloadable cards. And
with the greatest opportunity
still in biometrics, wearables,
and contactless payments
via card and phone, it’s clear
that consumers see a faster,
more instantaneous payment
experience in their future.

Leading the ChangeA3
Over the past year, LECs and Gen Z are
showing significant declines in the use
of cash and substantial increases in
card usage. While not overtly stated,
the speed and ease of use likely
contribute to this shift.

-10%

■
■

-12%

Leading Edge Consumer

Cash

Gen Z

Credit
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VIE WPOINT RUBEN SAL A Z AR & VANESA MEYER
RUBEN SALAZAR, SVP, LATIN AMERICA HEAD OF PR ODUC T

Opportunity for Innovative Payments Varies by Country and by TypeA4
(Opportunity = Future Interest - Current Usage)

VANESA MEYER, VP, LATIN AMERICA INNO VATION

Sweden
USA

Latin America’s
Drive to Digitization
In Latin America and the
Caribbean, a population of
640 million people with more
than 400 million smartphone
connections represents a unique
opportunity to spur digitization,
particularly in financial services,
where legacy systems and
complex processes have limited
access to the digital economy.
Challenging tradition
and capturing consumers
with digital
In spite of the deep-rooted
habit of using cash and the
lack of access to digital
payments, Latin American
consumers are eager to
embrace new ways of
paying. Digital trailblazers
are leveraging mobile to
introduce new consumption
habits, enabling consumers
to transact over the mobile
channel, prepping them for
adoption of next-generation
payment methods like P2P
payments, QR codes, and
NFC digital wallets.
Showcasing this shift, on-demand
services like Rappi, a Colombiabased startup valued at over USD
$1 billion1, is streamlining the
delivery of groceries, restaurant
food, and household items. Its
credential-on-file feature makes
payments frictionless, and its
API powered payment platform,
18

supported by NovoPayment,
a regional fintech, enables
funds to flow seamlessly
between consumers, delivery
agents and merchants. Brazilian
digital-only banks like Banco
Original, Nubank, Digio, and
Trigg are providing cards to
underserved Millennials for
the first time, while fostering
greater transparency and
giving customers control
over their finances. Other
players are expanding access
to electronic payments through
unique channels. Mexican
convenience store chain
OXXO is now a leading
non-bank provider of
financial services thanks
to its Tarjeta Saldazo, with
more than 10 million Visa
prepaid cards issued. 2
In response, issuing banks
are becoming more digital by
offering virtual prepaid, debit,
and credit cards for first-time
cardholders, giving them access
to ecommerce. YellowPepper
is among key fintech enablers
supporting banks to offer better
digital customer experiences.
Enabling the evolution
Overall, there is a clear trend
toward partnerships and a
secure API-based approach.
The most innovative merchants
and issuers in the region have

Implants

4

Peer-to-peer
payments

2

triple the number of APIs
compared to the average. 3 As
agile technologies and data
analytics increase in relevance,
companies have the ability to
provide a more personalized
customer experience while
simultaneously guaranteeing
secure transactions. Today, an
estimated 53% of the region’s
large merchants and banks are
using artificial intelligence and
machine learning. Among the
most innovative entities in LAC,
this number is closer to 80%.4
Visa partners with financial
institutions, retail, governments,
fintechs, and startups in our
Innovation Centers and Studios
to develop concepts and create
prototypes of new payments
solutions. We also collaborate
with startups through several
acceleration programs. Through
our strategic partnerships with
key players like Brazil Pre Pago,
HST, Novae, NovoPayment Inc.,
and YellowPepper, we provide
additional capabilities to the
value chain, complementing
the payment functionalities
of banks and merchants, and
enabling our clients’ growth
in digital commerce.
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Poland

17

28

Prepaid reloadable cards

Colombia

20

Mexico

44

Contactless with card

Biometrics

36
27
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Global Value

The Future of Payments is Frictionless
Around the world, interest in seamless payments
strategies is growing and demonstrating strong future
opportunity. In countries where early adoption of a
technology has occurred, the opportunity measure
is smaller because the difference between usage and
future interest is less significant.
19

Transforming TransitA5
In the traditional work world,
commuting is a fact of life. For
those who count on public
transportation, the integration
of more seamless payments
methods promises a way to
shave a few minutes off their
travel time and reduce stress
at the beginning and end of

--

the work day. Leading Edge
Consumers and Gen Z showed
the greatest interest in prepaid
cards or devices, contactless
payments, wearables, and
biometrics, while the opportunity
for transit advances around the
world was greatest in Kenya,
China, Chile, UAE, and Argentina.

Q

Global Current Usage
Global Growth Opportunity
Global Future Interest
Greatest Opportunities for
Transit Payment Advances

Biometrics

China
UAE

Prepaid travel card or device
Contactless via phone
or wearable

Contactless via card

•I I

Kenya

--11

Q

'--I I
18

20

47

Q
I

28

Argentina

II

-24

51

27

I

40

30

I I

--26

53

27

Chile
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VIE WPOINT MELISSA MCSHERRY
SVP, GLOBAL CREDIT & DATA PR ODUC TS

Data-Powered
Payments
Consumer desires are changing
rapidly. More than things, today’s
consumers are looking for
experiences. They expect their
needs to be met instantly – no
delays, no hassles, no hiccups.
In fact, market data shows that
friction is expensive. According
to eMarketer, for every one
second of latency, sites
experienced a 7% drop in
sales.5 More than ever before,
time is money. The challenge
for companies is how to
realistically and impactfully
deliver on these sometimes
unspoken consumer demands.
Data-driven delight
At Visa, we believe data is key
to giving consumers what they
want. From understanding their
desires, to making processes
more seamless, to developing
products, communications, and
experiences that best align with
customer expectations, you need
the kind of knowledge that only
deep data can deliver.

“Once they opt in, consumers
expect companies to be using
the data they have provided.”

22

Every interaction generates
significant data and when
analyzed in aggregate to ensure
we protect privacy, data can

yield significant insight into
where consumer needs are being
met and where companies are
falling short. For example, Visa
has used aggregated, anonymized
data to help retailers understand
common customer journeys
before and after visiting a
retailer to better understand
what needs are being met
and where the retailer has
opportunities for improvement.
Personalization works
When you do it really well,
data-driven personalization can
have a powerful impact on your
bottom line and your customer
relationships. A great example of
this was Alibaba’s investment in
Chinese brick and mortar retailers.
In exchange for a modest
signup fee and a commitment
to buy their inventory through
Alibaba, the company gave each
retailer extensive data collection
infrastructure. For one merchant,
the result was a 30% increase
in revenue for the year. 6 More
generally, 48% of companies
surveyed by BCG reported a
6–10% increase in revenue from
personalization. 7 And according
to Forrester Research, 72% of

retailers surveyed plan to
extend personalization
projects to stores. 8
Visa also works directly with
merchants to help enhance
the payment experience using
the power of data. Whether
through contactless payments
that increase speed and security,
providing insights to pinpoint
opportunities in customer
experience, or platforms for
opt in-based personalization
to ensure customers are getting
what they want when they want
it, Visa uses the best consumer
data set on the planet to
help our clients better meet
their consumers’ needs. From
predictive modeling to APIs
and web-based tools, we have a
variety of methods to help you
use data to deliver a faster, more
compelling customer experience.

88% of global consumers think prioritizing experiences
over things in their personal life is important.9
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TREND #2

COMPLETE
CONTROL

From Personalization to Personal
Information, Consumers Demand
Oversight Their Way
Today’s consumer expects complete control of everything
from purchase options to the access to and use of their
personal information. In a world where customizing
everything from your newsfeed to your mobile coffee
order is the norm, control has become a cornerstone
of the optimal consumer experience.
This emphasis on control has dramatically changed
the retail experience. eCommerce revolutionized the
way we shop by giving consumers exponentially more
buying options from the convenience of their home or
office. With the convergence of online and offline, the
transformation continues. What started as consumers
using smartphones to showroom in the physical retail
environment, but purchase online, has evolved to a point
where online and mobile capabilities are increasingly an
integral part of the in-store experience.
Now consumers are invited to price compare, find user
recommendations, interact with the retailer’s app, and
even integrate augmented reality to try products on
and enhance the in-store experience. After all, people
still like to touch and feel the product.
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Top Drivers for Adopting Innovative Payment Methods (% of Respondents)

24%
If I’m confident it
always does what I
want it to do

27%

23%

If I trust the
protection of my
privacy and
personal data

If I trust the brands
that promote it

Trust
Value
Added

24%

27%

If I already have
the infrastructure
to support it

If it saves me time

24%
If it offers
something better
than I am aware of

Equating Trust and ValueA6
When asked what would influence
them to use more innovative
payment methods, consumers ranked
characteristics of trust and adding
value similarly.
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in-app interactions virtually
indistinguishable from
one another.
Payments are becoming a more
intuitive and embedded part of
the experience, whether it’s a
subscription service like Netflix, a
quick-service restaurant like Pizza
Express in the UK that allows
in-app payments at the table,
or a service provider like Taiwan
Taxi that gives customers the
flexibility to pay by card in the
car or in-app.

VIE WPOINT C ARLEIGH JAQUES
SVP, GLOBAL HEAD OF MER CHANT DIGITAL PR ODUC TS

The Point of Sale in an
Omni-Channel World
For decades, the interaction at
the point of sale was wholly
focused on one thing —
processing a transaction. It was
an experience anchored in a fixed
location that was dependent
on and defined by power and
connectivity capabilities. Over
the past 10 years, the point
of sale has been evolving as
mobile technology has trained
consumers to expect richer
interactions while enabling the
processing of the transaction to
“come to them.” As technologies
transform commerce, consumers
expect greater flexibility,
responsive functionality, and
more control at the point of sale.

Mobile-enabled,
mobile-first, mobile-only
Businesses are moving from a
mobile-enabled to a mobilefirst and, in some environments,
to a mobile-only customer
engagement model. Cloud
computing provides the
foundation for transforming
transactions from a hardwarebased engagement to one that
is increasingly software-centric.
At the same time, merchants
now see the point of sale as a
branding opportunity. For some,
that means a completely seamless
experience that happens “behind
the scenes,” while others are
enabling highly personalized,
experiential transactions.

II
•

Mobile-enabled
28

User experience leaders are
taking a radically different
approach to the point of
sale. Amazon is skipping the
traditional POS entirely to create
a wholly digital self-checkout
experience in its Amazon Go
stores. Starbucks enables their
most loyal customers to order
their perfect, fully tailored cup
of coffee ahead (grande half-caf,
triple foam latte with almond
milk, please), and pick it up
from a special station without
ever interacting with the instore POS. From the consumer
perspective, this type of seamless,
integrated engagement is their
baseline expectation, and makes
the digital, in-store, online, and

----..)
•

Mobile-first

>)))
•

Mobile-only

Consumers expect the businesses
they frequent to know them
and make life easier for them,
even if it’s as simple as having
their card on file. Deeper
engagement across all channels
offers merchants greater insights
into customer behavior and
the intelligence that can drive
better recommendations and
stronger relationships. Through
CyberSource, Visa is enabling
this integrated commerce
by providing digital first
acceptance tools for
merchants, underpinned
by cloud-based transactions,
card-on-file systems,
and tokenization.

□

□

•

IJIJIJ
IJIJIJ

In-Store

In-App
Online

Enabling the
omni-channel experience
To deliver on customer
expectations, merchants need
solutions that work across
online, mobile, and physical
environments to provide fully
integrated commerce solutions
at scale. Omni-channel customers
are particularly important for
merchants, since recent data
has shown that although omnichannel shoppers represented
only 7% of customers in 2018,
they accounted for 27% of all
sales. 10 Additionally, customers
who take advantage of multiple
sales channels have 30% higher
lifetime value than those who use
only one. 11 As a cloud solution,
CyberSource helps merchants
make omni-channel, integrated
commerce scalable, enabling
transactions and capturing data
that facilitates a longer-term
relationship with consumers.
It’s the best of all worlds —
consumers get the flexibility
and control they want, while
merchants foster deeper
relationships, connected
across every channel for
even more opportunity.

Omni-channel customers
deliver greater value:
7% of customers
27% of sales10
30% higher LTV11
29

Data-Driven Details
An integral part of control is
the intelligence that user data
brings to the equation. While
consumers appreciate the ability
to tailor every experience to suit
their individual preferences, the
concern about personal data
and the threat of breaches can
outweigh the desire for
those conveniences.
After a year of news about
high-profile data breaches and
revelations about the depth of
targeting capabilities, consumers
have become more cautious.
In the world of payments, the
appeal of personalization as a
driver for payment choice has
declined. While this may have
to do with consumers’ concern
about access to their personal
information, it may also be a
result of the industry’s failure to
deliver meaningful impact and
value in its personalization efforts
to date.
At the same time that security
has been deemed table stakes
by consumers in payments,
the 2018 research results
show a significantly greater
concern about the protection
of their personally identifiable
information (PII). For 27% of
those surveyed, trusting that
their privacy and personal data
was protected was a key driver
of trying a new payment method.
Likewise, 23% cited trusting the
brand that promoted the new
method as important.A7

Global Ranking of Importance – PersonalizationA9

While control is key to delivering
a more robust experience for
most consumers, it has to be
on their terms — leveraging
information they willingly share
and delivering a result that has
meaning and value for them.

Greater concern about personably
identifiable information

AP

NA

Rankings showed variation
in LAC, North America,
and Asia PacificA10
GLOBAL

12th
Offers personalized
rewards/offers based
on my purchases

5th

GLOBAL

13th

GLOBAL

Technology I
can customize to
meet my needs

14th
The technology
knows my behavior
and habits

2018
...------·······························

__

8th
LAC

13th

10th
NA

2017

Disappointment or DIY?

Safeguard My Stats A8
Protection of personably identifable
information has become a more
important driver of payment choice.
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9th

6th

Globally, personalization has declined as a
driver of payment choice, either because
consumers assume they can already do it
or are disappointed in inability to deliver
on the promise to date.
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VIE WPOINT T.S. ANIL
SVP, GLOBAL PAYMENT & PR OCESSING PR ODUC TS

Creating Consistent, Secure, and
Convenient Payment Experiences
There is a dynamic tension
between innovation and
standardization across all
industries, but especially in
financial services. In recent
years, we have seen a steady
stream of groundbreaking new
payment approaches — from
ecommerce and mcommerce
to peer-to-peer and voice
technologies. While consumers
appreciate the convenience of
the advances, trust and security
are considerations we must
confidently address to
motivate adoption.
The conveniences of the digital
world come with risks like data
breaches and the growing
sophistication of hackers and
bad actors. That is why EMVCo
is working to establish Secure
Remote Commerce standards
that will guide the industry,
enable more sophisticated
and consistent protections,
32

and remove friction from the
payments process.
A proven approach
More than 60 years ago, the
development of standards for
card payments helped drive
scale for this first step towards
payments digitization. To ensure
interoperability and continuity
in the experience, standards
were created around card
design, POS, exchange of funds,
settlement, and other aspects
of the payment process. These
standards helped ensure that
an American tourist to remote
Thailand could confidently use

his card and the merchant could
trust she’d get paid because the
card was the right size, had the
right information, worked with
the terminal, and transmitted
data in the right way. Efforts have
continued with the introduction
of EMV chips to help reduce fraud.
The results speak for themselves:
after the implementation of EMV
chip cards, for US merchants
who completed the upgrade
to chip acceptance, counterfeit
fraud dollars decreased by 70%
in September 2017 compared to
December 2015. 12

For US merchants who completed the
upgrade to chip acceptance, counterfeit
fraud dollars decreased 70% in September
2017 compared to December 2015.12

Developing digital
payments standards
In the same way that standards
have improved the experience,
safety, and security of card
payments, they will also help
systematize the new frontiers
of digital payments. Standards
will help establish secure,
simple ways to capture, deliver,
and store payment credentials
to boost safety and minimize
friction. They must be developed
for merchants, gateways, and
digital commerce platforms to
cover ecommerce, mcommerce,
Internet of Things, and
voice payments.
The SRC digital payments
standard will be compatible
with the EMV tokenization and
EMV 3D Secure specifications
to bring today’s most advanced
security methods to emerging
and existing digital payment
channels. The goal is to secure

and standardize payments
end-to-end, while eliminating
complex authentication and
integration processes for
merchants and issuers.
The result would be the
best of all worlds: easier
digital payments, improved
security, and the fast adoption
that comes with greater trust
and a frictionless process.
Progress towards
standardization
The EMVCo committee tasked
with this challenge is working
quickly to keep up with the
speed of innovation, and is
planning to publish the EMV
SRC Specification in 2019. The
EMV SRC Technical Framework,
published October 2017, along
with the Specification focus on
three areas of standardization:

• Data payload – tokenization
and cryptogram

• Cardholder verification – ways
to go password-less (devicebased, issuer OTP or mobile,
network OTP)
• A common user experience
and acceptance mark – for
customer satisfaction and
improved conversion

By focusing in these areas, new
digital payments methods can
transition from the security risks
of stored account numbers,
inconsistencies of proprietary
network solutions, and high
friction experiences to one where
no matter what digital payment
method you use, consumers will
have a more seamless, secure, and
enjoyable payment experience.
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TREND #3

TURNKEY
CONVENIENCE

Global Contactless with CardA11

Consumers Embrace
Solutions That Make it
Easy to Increase Adoption

Percent Increase
2018 vs 2017
Opportunity
Interest
Usage

Turnkey convenience — convenience that is built in and requires no
formatting or input from consumers to work efficiently — has become
not only appreciated, but expected. As in other parts of life, convenience
plays a compelling role in some of the significant changes we’ve seen
in payments usage and innovation readiness over recent years. From
keeping in touch with friends to hailing and paying for a ride, consumers
around the globe place high value on ease, and it often drives adoption
of payments channels and vehicles.
The digital wallet is a great example of this. Consumers appreciate
storing payment information electronically so they don’t have to
type it in again or even take their card out of their wallet. And
when it comes to payments, we have seen a steady decline in
the average ticket size for electronic payments over the past
few years, suggesting a significant change in behavior.

Global Contactless with PhoneA12

Percent Increase
2018 vs 2017
Opportunity
Interest

14%
19%
19%

• North America also
showed more than
50% lower interest
• Europe and CEMEA
showed significantly
more usage

15%
29%
44%

Usage

• North America and LAC
showed significantly
less usage of contactless
with card

• LAC showed
significantly less
usage of contactless
with phone
• North America
also showed 60%
lower interest
• CEMEA and Asia Pacific
had higher usage
and interest

Avoiding the Swipe
Research showed a signifcant increase
in usage, interest, and opportunity in
contactless payments — both with card
and phone.
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The Future of Payments –
Seamless, Cardless, Digital
For as long as humans have
assigned value to things —
from animal pelts to electronics
— we’ve been transacting:
exchanging goods, services,
or funds. More than 60 years
ago, Visa and others began
transforming physical currency
into digital form and helped
bring the world closer together.
While today many consumer
transactions are still tethered
to currency or cards for
convenience, we are at a
crossroads. Innovators and
disruptors in fintech are trying
to give consumers payments
flexibility and provide different
mechanisms for using, seeing,
and managing money. And
while the legacy infrastructure
that constrains these mechanisms
poses a challenge, it also
presents an opportunity.
Any transaction,
endless possibility
Existing payments networks,
points of sale, and millions of
merchant connections form a
global footprint that facilitates
commerce. We don’t need to
start from scratch to change
the fabric of payments. We can
use this infrastructure to create
a completely transformative
system. In the future, consumers
will be able to create exactly the
commerce experience they want
38

by shaping the payment to fit
their purpose — they will use
their money in a way that
works for them.
Imagine being able to choose
how you treat every transaction
in real time based on your
circumstances in that moment.
The possibilities are endless.
With a digital-first mindset,
banks can be more intelligent
about how we let people use
their own money. Cards are not
money. They are a way to get to
money. More and more, we will
access our money through the
convenience of our devices.
We will be able to instantly
configure, provision, and issue
a payment credential for any
type of account and push it
directly to any connected
device, giving consumers
greater control.
For example, a parent could let
a child use their phone as a way
to pay with funds coming from
the parent’s underlying account.
In this scenario the parent can
dictate that the money allocated
to a specific person can also have
limitations placed on how it is
used, including the value, when
and where it will be available,
even down to the level of “for
emergencies only.”

Exploring new options
This is also a chance to deepen
customer relationships by
putting consumers in control
while making it easier to extend
credit seamlessly. Consumers will
have unprecedented choice in
the way they purchase, allowing
them to transform any transaction
from a debit purchase onto a
revolving line of credit or even
a fixed monthly installment. And
any of these things can be done
in advance, at the point of sale,
or after the transaction, with just
the click of a button or a swipe
on their phone.
Removing barriers to
make commerce fluid
Visa has been working for several
years to lay the groundwork for
the future of digital commerce.
With the infrastructure in place,
it’s time to remove the barriers
to capital, turn the transaction
on its head, and unlock an
entirely new world of possibility
when it comes to accessing,
accruing, and saving money.
The cardless future is coming.
And with it consumers will have
more control than ever before.

“Consumers will have unprecedented
choice in the way they purchase and
will want it with the click of a button
or a swipe on their phone.”
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Youth Will Lead the Way. How Will You Keep Up?
Millennials use consumer-centric payments
49% more often than traditionalA13

While consumer interest is driving the adoption of
more convenient payment methods, movements
like the shift to digital payments are highly
dependent on the ecosystem. Merchants and
governments must both make strides to enable
greater acceptance of digital payments. As these
investments in the digital future occur, electronic
payments for small ticket items and across more
channels will continue to grow.
Gen Z and Millennials are taking the lead in this shift
to digital. Research showed that while Gen Z used
more secure (1.0) methods than consumer-centric
(2.0) methods in 2017, in 2018 they used consumercentric payments 13% more often than secure
methods (cash, check, wire transfer). Millennials
are 49% more likely to use consumer-centric
payments in 2018, up from 44% in 2017.

Payment Types by Generational SegmentA13
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6.5

P2P payments
QR codes
Mobile wallet
Debit / Credit cards
Prepaid card
Online banking
Traditional electronic

Traditional eCommerce
Buy buttons
Check
Wire transfers
In-person banking
Cash or equivalent

3.9

2.0

5.8

6.2

5.1

Number of Transactions
(Out of last 10)
Total
Millennials
Gen Z
Boomers
Leading Edge Consumers

Diferent Generations,
Diferent Methods
LECs and Boomers lead the way in using
consumer-centric payment types. Gen Z
is more tied to cash, but their behavior is
changing year to year.
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The World Bank found that 40% of these businesses in
developing countries have an unmet fnancing need of $5.2
trillion every year.13
flexibility to repay her loans in
small, frequent payments. But
without a credit history, this
kind of financing would be
impossible in traditional
banking models.
Based on entrepreneurs like
Funmi, Visa is exploring microloans that are easy to repay
and manage. Considering
Nigeria has an 84% mobile
phone penetration rate,14
mobile is an essential
component of any solution
in this market. Our new
solution provides Funmi
with a loan on demand to

VIE WPOINT PAUL MCCREA
HEAD OF PR ODUC T AND SOLUTIONS, CEMEA
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An untapped opportunity
The World Bank found that 40%
of micro, small and medium
businesses in developing
countries have an unmet
financing need of $5.2 trillion
every year. 13 While traditional
financial providers have
typically found this sector
hard to reach, companies
like Visa can blend our
strengths in transaction
processing, data intelligence,
security and risk management,
and global interoperability
with those of non-traditional
players to enable solutions

Solutions designed for SMB
By understanding the unique
needs of a microbusiness, we
can offer an array of tailored
solutions, including business

planning and management
support, cash flow management,
supply chain, payroll, and access
to credit. In each instance, the
goal is to provide a simple
solution that lets business
owners focus on what they
do best. While these are
small steps towards fulfilling
that $5.2 trillion need, with
more awareness, effort,
and abilities, the financial
industry is slowly but surely
coming together to meet
this opportunity. And Visa is
committed for the long-run.

Nigeria has an
84% mobile phone
penetration rate.14

Advancing Options
for Microbusinesses
As of August 2010, there were
125 million formal micro,
small, and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) across 132 global
economies (89 million in
emerging markets). These
companies with annual sales
and assets <$250,000 per year
and fewer than five employees
are the lifeblood of families,
communities, and economies.
And yet, many of them lack
the financing they need. New,
more creative financial tools
are needed to better serve this
extensive customer base.

purchase inventory, which
she repays by accepting
mobile payments from her
customers. A small percentage
of each mobile transaction is
immediately applied to her loan.
She doesn’t have to worry about
keeping track of loan payments,
encourages her customers to use
frictionless digital payments, and
builds credit for the future with
each transaction.

for microbusiness that are
more relevant and accessible.
Exploring mobile-enabled
financing in Africa
We recently worked with bank
and fintech partners in Nigeria
to identify the unique needs
for different types of customers.
For example, Funmi, a young
woman who took over her
mother’s fabric store in Balogun
Market in Lagos, Nigeria, was
looking for funds to buy more
inventory and rent a larger store.
She needed access to cash for
day-to-day operations and the
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Convenience and Security:
A Balancing Act
By September 2019, every online
payment in Europe will have to
meet new measures designed
to enhance security. While
security is essential for digital
commerce, we also know that
in a world where consumers are
empowered to make purchases
across a range of connected
devices and expect a seamless
experience, convenience is key to
digital payments continuing to
thrive. Any hurdles added to the
checkout process risk annoying
consumers and losing sales
for retailers.
There is no one-size-fits-all
approach to authenticating a
consumer’s identity. The new
European requirements for
Strong Customer Authentication
(SCA) will require the addition
of two-factor authentication
for consumers to confirm their
identity. However, there are a
number of exemptions available
to ensure low-risk transactions
will not require the extra step.
New authentication
approaches
As a long-standing payments
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leader, Visa has been balancing
convenience and security for
over six decades. To address
these new requirements,
we have developed new
technologies to minimize
friction while enhancing
payment security. The key
is identifying low-risk
transactions in real time
to facilitate the speediest
possible checkout
for those purchases.
It’s a delicate balance.
Risk-based, multi-factor
authentication
For decades, Visa has analyzed
every transaction with an eye to
location, merchant type, previous
purchases, and transaction size to
arm card issuers with intelligence
that helps them catch potential
fraud. When consumers need to
take an extra step to verify their
identity, offering convenient
options is key. While pushed
passcodes was the early
approach, the ease and
appeal of biometrics have
led to Visa rolling out a
new service that enables
banks to integrate biometric

authentication into their apps
allowing the use of fingerprint,
voice, or face to complete
a purchase.
Low-risk transactions
Since most consumers don’t
want any barriers to a purchase,
we’re giving merchants more
tools to identify transactions
that qualify for the low-risk
exemption. From whitelisting,
that builds on existing close
relationships merchants
have with their customers,
to helping merchants enhance
their own risk assessments, to
delivering more information on
a transaction than ever before,
we’re helping facilitate smarter
risk decisions.
Better fraud detection empowers
merchants and issuers to
improve identification of lowrisk transactions and those that
need risk-based, multi-factor
authentication. Enhanced
security doesn’t have to feel
like a burden. When it comes
to payment security and
convenience, it is possible
to have both.

“Better fraud detection
empowers merchants
and issuers.”
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Generations Coming Together

VP, NA INNO VATION

Interestingly, as Gen Z ages, we
see a shift in their behavior that
trends with other generational
segments. For many, the rejection
of their parents’ methods is more
a function of life-stage, and with
greater purchasing power, they
are moving away from cash. At
the same time, it is clear that
the digital nature of the younger
generations’ lives has lasting
impact. Millennials and Gen
Z are open to greater digital
engagement. And once digital,
they tend to stay digital.
The convenience remains
highly compelling.

Finding Your Voice
in AI

Banking Behavior Shifts – Digital to Digital
While in-person banking stayed
constant 2016–2018, online
banking has shown a gradual
decrease as mobile banking
usage grows.

Increase in Banking App Adoption Mostly by Online BankersA14
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Speaking is the most natural
form of communication for
humans. For years, if we wanted
to interact with machines we had
to learn their language. We built
keyboards, mice, touchscreens,
hamburger menus, search
boxes, and remotes in order
to talk to computers. Powered
by advances in artificial
intelligence and natural
language, voice assistants
such as Siri, Google Assistant,
and Alexa are learning our
language and changing how
we interact with technology.
Consumers are excited about
the convenience of voice,
quickly adopting its capabilities
for simple tasks such as finding
music, texting a friend, checking
their balance, or re-ordering
groceries. The potential,
however, is far greater and
the brands that get this right
will focus on three things:
Designing with
context in mind
Consumers want technology
to do more than give them yet
another form factor with the
same functionality. They want
new experiences that save them
time and achieve new outcomes.
The mobile apps that won were
those designed specifically for
the mobile platform (Google
Maps, Instagram). Similarly, in
AI-powered voice assistants,

services that take advantage of
the unique capabilities of voice
over existing interfaces will thrive.
Contexts like driving a car, trying
on clothes in a fitting room, and
markets with low literacy rates
offer unique challenges voice
can help solve.
Embracing new
interaction models
With any new technology, new
interaction models must be
defined. When the PC came
out, we quickly mastered
mouse and keyboard shortcuts.
When the iPhone launched, we
adapted to the touchscreen
and strengthened our thumbs
for a pinch and zoom world.
Interacting with voice will also
require new skills. Voice is linear
and requires a series of back and
forth interactions (like human
conversations) to check for
context and execute a task.
But, unlike human conversations,
you don’t have the benefit
of non-verbal feedback and
conversations can quickly fall
apart if the AI hits a dead end
or doesn’t understand a request.
Experiences that leverage a
combination of voice and screenbased interactions (like the Echo
Show) will bridge the gap as
voice capabilities evolve and
we get more comfortable not
“seeing” information. Voice is

also inherently more communal,
creating opportunities for new
social interactions (anyone who’s
seen a 4-year-old laughing at
Alexa’s jokes can attest to this).
Talking to a digital assistant feels
more human, creating a tendency
for consumers and brands to
anthropomorphize the assistant.
Word choice and a well-crafted
digital personality will become
brand differentiators.
Embedding security and
privacy at the outset
Security and privacy are
touchstone issues that
consumers and the businesses
that serve them are spending
a lot of time trying to get right.
Voice presents some unique
challenges. The communal
nature of devices makes it
difficult to ensure privacy and
leverage traditional screen-based
methods of authentication. New
modes of authentication will
be developed and new norms
around what information is
appropriate to communicate
out loud will be established.
As companies address these
needs, voice will become the
new, more convenient gateway
to the internet. And the brands
that embrace this potential will
connect more deeply with
their customers.
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TREND #4

MULTI-USE
SOLUTIONS

Open, Multi-Use Platforms
Are Pushing Us Farther

Growing the Use of APIs15

60%
The broad consumer appeal of convenience is buoyed by an ongoing
trend of convergence of functions and devices. With a large percentage
of the population carrying smartphones, and, increasingly, smart,
connected watches, it’s clear that we appreciate, and in fact are
demanding, multi-use solutions.
Several companies are capitalizing on this consumer appetite and have
built quickly evolving, integrated multi-use solutions (think of the superapp and connected recommendation engines that drive a virtuous
buying cycle), thanks to open development platforms and APIs. The
ability to iterate quickly and deliver ongoing improvements is the
result of advances in agile development.

of companies use public APIs,
open to any developer

56%
ofer platforms that enable
developers to build
integrated systems

API stands for application program interface. This is code
that allows two software programs to communicate with
each other. APIs simplify programming by providing readymade ways to bring functionality or data into an app,
product, or web experience. They allow developers
and partners to share capabilities quickly and easily.
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APIs and the
Democratization of Innovation
“Cardholder accounts that opted into
transaction-related alerts had 16% higher
purchase volume.”16

In a sea of amazing product
experiences, companies need
to find a way to stand out.
That means doing more to get
and keep customers without
compromising important
factors like security.
With payments at their fingertips,
customers can purchase goods
with the click of a digital wallet,
and they’re doing it more and
more often from their mobile
phone. To build amazing new
products in this dynamic
environment, businesses
must uncover valuable new
uses for previously hidden and
isolated data sources. The key
is collaborating with others
and tapping into the power
of APIs to build a seamless
and compelling multifunctional experience
across brands.
Real-world impact of APIs
There are numerous examples of
how APIs are making it happen:

•
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When banks leverage
geo-location to reduce
false declines, merchants
can save seconds during
the shopping cart experience
and reduce cart abandon
rates. Visa data shows that
cross-border decline rates
were reduced by 50% when
banks used a cardholder’s

geo-location in authorizing
transactions. 17 Cardholder
accounts that opted into
transaction-related alerts
had 16% higher purchase
volume and an 18%
reduction in fraud losses
than those that did not.18

•

•

Careem, a transportation
network company based
in Dubai, showed that
enabling faster peer-topeer payment methods
can help alleviate
commute problems in
densely populated areas.
Based on their success,
several rideshare and
taxi booking startups
followed suit.19
Using AI and machine
learning to target
consumers with real-time
redeemable offers embedded
in a shopping experience
deepens affinity for brands
and improves sales. In the
United Arab Emirates, Visa
Checkout’s integration with
chatbot APIs allows Facebook
Messenger users to order
pizza, which boosted
sales and enhanced the
customer experience.20

The keys to success
Banks are no longer just builders,
they must also be enablers by

collaborating to harness the
competitive advantage of APIs.
Visa has seen the results firsthand.
In just two years since the launch
of Developer.visa.com, we have
grown API calls to one billion per
month. This expanding level of
engagement is directly helping
innovative issuers, merchants,
and fintech companies build new,
more expansive experiences for
their customers.
Success in an API-driven world is
defined by three things:

•

•

•

Openness to partnering with
large, digital walled gardens,
as well as the open-loop
fintech companies.
Connectedness as the
catalyst for building delightful
experiences that leverage
data and capabilities
that transcend brands
and ecosystems.
Security that builds customer
trust and adoption.

To enable innovation, today’s
businesses must expand
beyond the traditional
boundaries of IT and
transform into the world
of APIs. Using partner APIs
is the core ingredient to
inspiring creative developers
to build remarkable, multifunctional experiences.
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Multi-Use Apps Are Driving More Adoption

Consumers Use Messaging for
Many Purposes, Including PaymentsA15

Payments are not immune to
the appeal of multi-use apps.
Transactions are becoming more
experiential in and of themselves
as part of a broader consumer
experience. Take the social
component of peer-to-peer
payments functionality like
Zelle and Venmo, for example.
This is further borne out by the
strong adoption of seamless
mobile messenger apps like
WhatsApp, Facebook, and
others, and their added
advantage as a convenient
payment channel. Consumers
are drawn to the ability to
coordinate activities, share
photos, make purchases,
and split the bill, all through
the same app.

Usage vs. Interest – WhatsApp,
Facebook Messenger, WeChat

••

Current Global Usage
Future Global Interest

31% of Leading
Edge Consumers use
messaging apps
for payments

WhatsApp

38%

45%

57% are interested

Facebook Messenger

33%

39%

25% of Gen Z use
messaging apps
for payments
42% are interested

Current usage and interest percents are among total
and not a reference to LEC or Gen Z data points in chart.

WeChat Pay

19%

30%

BTW, Messaging Lets You Pay
Consumers are already using messaging
apps to make payments and many are
interested, with Leading Edge Consumers
and Gen Z leading the way.
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A Wildly More
Efective Wallet
The wallet, that leather keeper
of cash, cards, receipts, and
ID, arrived on the scene in the
17th century in response to the
introduction of paper currency.
This new form of money needed
a different vessel because
drawstring coin pouches
wouldn’t cut it in the world
of banknotes. For centuries,
the trusty wallet was a “can’t
leave home without it” item
until the great disruptor of our
modern age, the mobile phone,
became our constant companion.
Mobile has swallowed entire
categories of everyday objects —
from calculators to maps to alarm
clocks. And with the increase in
digital payments, the wallet could
be going the way of the landline.
Multi-function is
making it happen
Of course, we have heard
this before. The major mobile
operating systems began
rolling out digital wallets
in 2015 and adoption was
somewhat slow. The card-based
payment experience is already
pretty good, and entrenched
consumer habits are hard
to break.

But a new wave of digital
wallets is being driven from
Asia. Developing markets that
don’t have decades of ingrained
card usage present interesting
opportunities for mobile
payments scalability.
What is different now? Instead
of starting and ending with a
transaction, companies are
building use case-based
consumer experiences,
hitting critical mass, then
expanding into other areas,
like payments. Think of
messaging apps like Facebook
and WeChat, rideshare apps
like Uber and Grab. They invite
repetitive activity that builds
comfort and encourages
expanded behavior. If you
are booking a car twice a
day for your commute to
work, it seems like an easy
move to order food from that
same app, and then use it to
pay at the point of sale in-store.
Integrated online and off
These apps are starting with a
single purchase moment, adding
multifaceted consumption over
time, and jumping from the
digital world to the physical

world. We’re seeing the move
from closed loop to open loop,
from open loop to physical POS.
In this new wave of wallets,
the experience and the platform
are leading the payment. We
need to think about how to put
payment credentials in other
environments, rather than trying
to maintain proprietary wallets
built only for transactions.
Tokenization will play a role
here, and Visa will continue
building partnerships across
the ecosystem and leading
on the standards that make
these experiences convenient
and secure.
Because ultimately, digital
wallets will scale. Your old
leather wallet can’t talk to
you, but a digital wallet can.
It gives you a spending history,
alerts, and, as we are seeing in
China, a game or reward. New
Visa features, like card controls,
work in a digital wallet. They
don’t work if you’re standing
in a store with a card in hand.
Just like the commerce shift
that birthed the wallet in the
1600s, a new way of doing
things has come along.

Digital Wallet
Advantages

Easy Way
to Pay

Security

Gamification

Rewards

Alerts

Spending
History

Controls

Repetitive use that makes consumers more comfortable and
expands their behavior is key.
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What Happened to the Internet of Things?

VIE WPOINT CHRIS BONCIMINO
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While the appeal of the
multi-purpose device, app,
or payments solution is high,
the fascination can be quickly
lost if expectations aren’t met.
A key finding from the 2018
survey shows that consumers
are a bit disillusioned with
concepts like the Internet of
Things, which shows moderate
interest with minimal growth,
most likely due to a lack of
understanding of what it
really means to them.A16
Likewise, the appeal of wearables
(usage is back to 2016 levels at
12%) has proven somewhat weak
over recent years. However, we
do see strong opportunity for
wearables in markets like
India, China, the UAE, and
Mexico, as well as among
Gen Z and Millennials.A17
This makes the window to
deliver on expectations and
the demand for differentiation
among multi-purpose
platforms key.

Engagement is a
New Path to Utility
During the early decades
of electronic payments, the
customer experience was built
almost entirely around the plastic
card. This had great advantages
— a physical card is a secure,
convenient payment mechanism
that’s been relevant for 60 years.
There’s a reason you can find
3.3 billion Visa cards in wallets
around the world. The card works.
But the world has changed.
The traditional card is being
disassembled and integrated
into an array of different
payment scenarios. Consumers
have real-time, persistent
connections to their money,
their banks, and their merchants
through a plethora of devices,
chips, and screens.
When electronic payments
were solely on plastic cards,
what surrounded the transaction
didn’t matter. But with mobile
payments comes a screen, and
an expectation of engagement.
In both major mobile operating
systems, notifications are the
switchboard that trigger user
actions. Those little red dots
with a number in them symbolize
engagement. Somebody wants
to tell me something. There’s
something new for me to see. I
should take a look right now. They
call the shots for how consumers
spend time on their devices. If
your company isn’t one of those
dots, you are losing mindshare.
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Transforming payments
into engagement
Engagement is the next
frontier for the payments
industry. Payments today
inhabit just one part of the
consumer journey. Looking
ahead, the team at the Visa
Singapore Innovation Center
is seeing new modes of
engagement emerging in
Asia Pacific that are adding
value for consumers before,
during, and after the transaction.
Digital experiences are
coming into the foreground
and captivating consumers in
new ways as multi-function
capabilities offer more ways
to connect.
Our Asia Pacific Innovation
& Design team has been
experimenting with new
customer experiences in
the form of mobile games.
While it sounds just like fun,
we believe games represent
a much broader opportunity
for payments.
By starting from a foundation
of play and adding utility, we
give payments a larger surface
area in the customer journey. In
collaboration with the payments
ecosystem, we will be able
to layer new capabilities and
services in places payments
didn’t have a role before:
predictive commerce, digital
receipts, fine-tuned offers,

installments, and an expanded
ability to push and pull money
anywhere, anytime, any way.
A winning solution
One opportunity for greater
engagement around the
transaction is loyalty. Consumer
preferences are shifting from
earning to winning. They don’t
want to save up points for some
distant, abstract, future reward.
They want instant rewards
pushed to them via their
phone. Imagine tapping
your phone to pay for a
coffee. Instead of a paper
receipt, you get a message
on your phone confirming the
transaction. And at the bottom,
there’s a digital scratch card
that you can swipe to uncover
a discount on your next coffee.
These kinds of mobile gamebased rewards put engagement
atop the priority list in terms of
delivering value. By shifting our
thinking towards connecting
with consumers in the gaps
between transactions and
with added functionality,
the payments industry can
transform the role we play in
their lives. Expanding loyalty
to include a deeper definition
of engagement creates the
opportunity to redefine
value and deepen it for
everyone we touch.
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TREND #5

DYNAMIC
EXPERIENCES

Conversational CommerceA18

AI is Fueling More Intuitive
Engagement, Using Old
Communications Approaches

EUROPE

65%
Usage

CEMEA

70%

Delivering a compelling experience shapes everything these days —
from user interfaces, to customer service, and even payments.
Life itself has become a search for one-of-a-kind experiences,
and wrapped up in that are heightened expectations, greater
potential for customer loyalty, and hopes for innovations and
the promise of advances.
Case in point is the increasing popularity and adoption of digital
assistants like Alexa, Siri, and Google Home. The concept behind
these devices is the creation of a more seamless lifestyle, one that
doesn’t depend on which screen you are on, but rather integrates
digital encounters automatically. For many, the words, “Hey, Alexa...”
are transforming the way they experience home life. In the world of
commerce, this is having a dramatic impact on the user journey and
how we shop. These deeper digital relationships use the tradition of
spoken word to enable deeper engagement, while also challenging
companies to deliver sustained relevance and continuously raise the
experience bar.
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74%

GLOBAL
CONVERSATIONAL
COMMERCE

Usage

Usage

...

···-...

NA

42%
Usage

LAC

84%

AP

Usage

75%
Usage

Opportunity Markets
Conversational commerce shows great potential
in markets with strong interest:
Country

% interested

Kenya
India
China
UAE
Mexico
Brazil
Colombia

60
58
50
48
43
43
38

Let’s Talk About Changing the
Payments Experience
Around the world, conversational
commerce is seeing increased usage
and additional potential.
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Growing Interest in Conversational Commerce
VIE WPOINT KE VIN PHALEN

The increasing popularity of
digital assistants is contributing
to a growing enthusiasm for
conversational commerce as a
payments opportunity. With the
addition of digital assistants in
this year’s study, voice technology
as a payment option showed the
greatest demand among Leading
Edge Consumers, Millennials,
and Gen Z.

SVP, HEAD OF GLOBAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Giving SMBs the Control
They Need to Succeed
Small business owners have
access to numerous business
management tools, but the
failure of these technologies
to interact with one another
causes unnecessary complexity,
often adding to an already
heavy workload. By focusing
on integrated technologies
that streamline business
management, technology
and payment providers can
unlock SMB potential.
According to Goldman Sachs,
commercial payments will
represent $200T globally by
2028, with SMBs accounting
for 80% of the total annual
spending on labor and accounts
payables processing. 21 With
a high use of non-electronic
payment methods, small
businesses could greatly
benefit from payment
automation and digitization.
For example, 86% of small
businesses in the UK still use
checks, 22 which represent
80% of small business B2B
payments in the US. 23
SMB digital demands
The user experience is key to
making the shift to digital. What
do small businesses want? Very
simply, they want to be able to
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concentrate on running their
business, not on burdensome
administration. In a recent
survey, 93% of Millennial
small business owners say
they would be interested in
a single consolidated view of
their company finances and the
ability to manage those finances
on a single online platform. 24
Fintechs have focused on
developing user experiences
(UX) that simplify small
businesses’ interactions
with their finances. Xero was
one of the first to harness the
integrated user experience.
They have enabled close to
1.4M small businesses globally
through a set of connected
solutions available anytime,
anywhere.24 Xero connects all
elements of a small business’
day-to-day management, and
their constant focus on user
experience has led them to
release new features monthly.
Lending leads the way
Alternative lenders have also built
a successful business responding
to customers’ frustrations with
the delays and difficulties of
traditional financial institutions.
Their proposition is based on
a flow-through experience.

For example, Kabbage has
reduced friction and is delivering
fast onboarding, automated
underwriting, and close to
immediate credit disbursement.
Kabbage CEO, Rob Frohwein,
says, “You should first figure
out the key ‘must haves’ from
a customer perspective and
make them the center of your
solution.” 25 This has been a
successful strategy, with 46% of
Millennial small business owners
saying they currently have a loan
with an alternative lender. 26
Putting SMB customers in the
driver’s seat
By leveraging an integrated user
experience, companies that
respond to small business needs
are successfully expanding the
small business digital footprint.
They are growing from being
mono-liners to multi-liners, 27
enabling them to respond better
to small business requests for an
integrated financial management
experience. Open banking
regulations in various countries
will facilitate this in the long run.
It’s time for traditional players to
start delivering on these needs
to capture a share of the B2B
payments pie. 28

Voice is Leading the Way: Strong Payment
Potential Among Consumer Segments A20

Leading
Edge
eading Edge
Consumer
Consumer

While the promise of the Internet
of Things has been looming for
many years, the delivery on that
promise has been slow. With digital
assistants, the idea of “connected
everything” is coming to life without
the long replacement cycles of
cars, appliances, and other large
ticket items that IoT holds promise
for. Consumers continue to show
moderate interest in IoT capabilities
around transit (70%) and the
connected car (69% - parking
meters and auto-pay at the
pump, 65% - ordering food).A19

Gen Z

Usage

Interest

Usage

Interest

(9whatsApp

38%
14%

33%

18%

19%
18%
9%

14%
6%

% = Current Usage

10%

All brand names, logos, and/or trademarks are the property of their respective
owners, are used for identifcation purposes only, and do not necessarily imply
product endorsement or afliation with Visa.

Getting in on the ConversationA21
The popularity of diferent
conversational commerce channels
ranges widely. WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger are leading the way.
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In-Person BankersA23

35%
12%

76%

More Digital. More Love.
For many consumers, a more
digital experience holds greater
appeal. In fact, among banking
customers, those with a more digital
relationship with the bank (e.g., use
online banking or mobile banking)
are more likely to have a positive
perception of their relationship with
the bank. A number of factors may
be contributing, such as the removal
of person-to-person friction, greater
ease and convenience, and the
perception of a more seamless
experience. It is important to note
that those who prefer in-person
banking has held steady at 32% for
the past three years.A22 Transitioning
these individuals to digital channels
holds potential for efficiencies
and improved perception.

Loving

39%

38%
86%

14%

Mobile App Bankers

7%
Digital Banking Drives
Positive Perception

49%

6%

Trustworthy
Transactional
Indifferent
Adversarial

In-Person can Increase Issues
People that bank in person
demonstrate more indifference
and conflict.
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VIE WPOINT TERRY ANGELOS
SVP, VISA COMMER CE NE T WORK & LOYALT Y SOLUTIONS

Transactions – the Start of a More
Compelling Digital Experience
Historically, the focus of a
transaction’s lifecycle has been
wholly on leading the consumer
to the point of purchase, on the
transaction itself. Today, with
the shift from cash to digital
payments, companies have a
valuable new opportunity to
engage with consumers beyond
the point of sale. In fact, a
transaction is no longer the end
of the consumer engagement,
but rather the beginning of a
new digital relationship. And this
deeper engagement helps create
loyal, repeat customers.
Gamifying social
consciousness
In China, the entire payment
experience is typically delivered
via an app. As a result, consumers
approach payments in a natively
digital way. To differentiate itself,
one of China’s most popular
payment apps is creating fun
ways for users to be socially
conscious. Every time consumers
use an environmentally friendly
service, they can earn “green
energy” in the accompanying
app. This includes activities like
paying bills electronically or

riding the subway rather than
driving. The user collects this
green energy and grows their
own virtual tree. If they are too
slow at collecting the energy,
their friends can claim it from
them! Once a consumer has
enough green energy to grow
her virtual tree, a real tree is
planted in her honor, cementing
the socially conscious benefit.
With this new avenue of
communication, the payment
app integrates itself into a new
avenue of its customers’ lives—
in this case, social awareness.
The result is top-of-mind brand
presence and a more emotionally
meaningful connection.
Making payments fun
Peer-to-peer payment
applications have done a good
job incorporating fun into the
payment experience. Popular
payment apps such as Venmo
and Facebook Messenger add
social components to their
product, including sending
emojis or jokes to explain their
transactions. In China, where
peer-to-peer “red envelope”
payments are a common part

of the culture, payment
platforms are making these
transactions fully immersive
digital experiences — from
augmented reality scavenger
hunts to locate these red
envelopes to surprise-anddelight moments like
randomized gift envelopes.
As a result, these and other
digital experiences were shared
over 45 billion times during the
Chinese New Year in 2017 (a sixday period). 29
These new approaches exemplify
how today’s customers can
be drawn into high-touch
interactions through the
payment experience. The old
assumption that loyalty is limited
to a program is no longer true.
These companies have a found
a way to engage consumers
and build loyalty by making
payments fun and relatable.
As the payment experience
continues to evolve,
incorporating these kinds
of high-touch, meaningful
digital experiences will drive
differentiation and retention
for years to come.
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Networks Drive Trusted Innovation
As consumers pursue more digital
relationships with their financial
service partners and look for more
seamless payments experiences, it
is interesting to find out where they
see innovation coming from in the
industry. In general, the research
shows that payments networks
like Visa are seen as the most
likely source for innovation.
While Gen Z ranks tech companies
highly in innovation, trust remains
an issue for these organizations
when it comes to payments
innovations across all audience
sectors. While consumers
appreciate new ways of doing
things, in payments, trust is critical
to delivering an experience they
will value and regularly use.

Payments Innovation

High
Low

High
High

Banks

Level of Trust

Online-Only
Banking

Payment
Providers
Online
Marketplace

Mobile Hardware
Companies
Broadband
Companies

Low
Low

Payment
Networks

Technology
Companies

Social Media
Companies

Low
High
Pioneering Payments InnovationA24
When it comes to innovation in
payments, consumers trust payment
networks, payment providers, and
banks to lead the way.
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FROM OUR
CHIEF ECONOMIST

VIE WPOINT WAYNE BEST
CHIEF ECONOMIST

How the Growing Middle Class
Shapes the Future of Commerce
By 2030, close to two-thirds of
the world’s population will have
joined the middle class.30 The
underlying economic movements
we are seeing that are shaping
this future can only be called the
democratization of consumption.
Globalization has fostered an
expanding urban middle class
and greater equalization of living
standards. How this evolves
will depend on the forces of
technology and demographics,
and will have a dramatic impact
on commerce of the future.
The Visa Globalization Index
We developed the Visa
Globalization Index to enable
clear analysis of the economic
progress of cities and countries
around the world. It facilitates
comparison across five pillars of
globalization, including the size
of the middle class population,
the number of foreign visitors,
trade volume, the prevalence of
digital payments, and spending
on global brands. The index
integrates aggregate consumer
expenditures in 102 cities across
22 countries, which covers one
quarter of global spending and
provides a powerfully insightful
foundation for creating
predictive scenarios.
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The impact of a
growing middle class
We estimate that by 2030
aggregate consumer
expenditures will increase by an
estimated $15 trillion in constant
dollars. Middle class households
will account for more than 60%
of that increase. And as the
middle class grows, hundreds of
millions more consumers have
purchasing power that goes
beyond their basic needs of food
and shelter. With this expanded
buying power comes increased
expectations for all the trends
we’re seeing in a digital world
— reduced friction, greater
control, more convenience,
multi-function platforms, and
engaging experiences. As
consumer spending patterns
converge, globalization increases,
and digital payments expand, the
availability of a consumer-centric
and ultimately seamless approach
is inevitable.
Convergence or divergence
The future will be defined by
the increasing adoption of
technology and the demographic
shifts of localized populations. In
globalized cities, consumers have
the connectivity to follow broader
international trends — from

fashion to the sharing economy,
we are seeing ideas and models
spread and even go viral. The
continued expansion of the
middle class and the adoption of
digital payments gives globalizing
cities a powerful way to easily
close the gap with their more
affluent peers.
With rising prosperity, we
see consumption patterns in
emerging countries becoming
more like those in wealthy
countries. The question will
ultimately be whether aging
populations and narrowly
concentrated job opportunities
could shift certain cities into
decline while others become
hubs of innovation. Or, will
we see a faster convergence
to a more globalized norm
where technology becomes a
normalizing factor and the rising
tide lifts all boats? The people
embracing technology will
define the future.

As cities become more globalized,
residents spend less of their income
on basics and more on the amenities
of a middle-class lifestyle.

Food % of budget
DOWN 15%

Eating out
..

UP 10%

..
..
··
..
,••

The 10 Least
Globalized
Cities – 2030

.. ..
·•,

·•

.....

·•,

..

Personal care
UP 12%
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CONCLUSION

The Acceleration
of Engagement
Innovations around the globe are unleashing new potential. Digital
payments are our present and future. While many of the themes outlined
in this report are not new, in and of themselves, what is revolutionary is
how quickly they have become powerful economic drivers.
Consumer expectations are accelerating the pace of innovation. What’s
happening today in AI, digitization, and connectivity wasn’t even a
possibility just a few years ago. And now that they have had a taste
of it, consumers are hungry for more innovation, faster. Seamlessness,
control, convenience, multi-function, and engaging experiences are
the essentials when it comes to the future of commerce. Our world
is transformed.
Visa understands the drivers of these changes. We have been developing
future-proof platforms and solutions that leverage the insights we have
gleaned from our collective experience and the understanding
of changing consumer payment behaviors.
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Alignment in Influences
Across the five key themes identified in this year’s report,
we see different levels of alignment by region. Exploring the
nuances in behavior in each market will drive the most impactful
developments. With on-the-ground expertise and deep
payments experience across these markets, Visa has invested in
tailored technologies and platforms to help address the unique
nature of each market we serve.
The following table shows
alignment with the five key
themes across regions. The
evaluation is based on relevance,
support for, adoption,
and interest.
Aligned
Theme is relevant to
consumers and actively
sought out/supported.

Somewhat Aligned
While there may be some
relevance, research shows mixed
signals on adoption or interest.

Not Aligned
Market demonstrates behaviors in
conflict with or in limited support
of the theme.

REMOVING
FRICTION

CONTROL

CONVENIENCE

MULTI-USE

EXPERIENCES

NA

Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

Aligned

Not
Aligned

Not
Aligned

LAC

Aligned

Aligned

Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

EUROPE

Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

Aligned

Aligned

Aligned

CEMEA

Somewhat
Aligned

Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

AP

Aligned

Somewhat
Aligned

Aligned

Aligned

Aligned
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Digital payments are increasing.
The opportunities will be nuanced,
but those innovators and leaders
that lean in and are willing to test,
iterate, and thoughtfully engage
their consumers with value-driven
solutions will win this burgeoning
third wave. And Visa will be there
with you — with leading edge
platforms and solutions that enable
this transformation and partnerships
that amplify the impact.

NA
Is entrenched in secure
payment channels and
consumer-centric payment
methods. Delivering on
promises of ease of use and
personal data security will
determine future progress.

CEMEA
Shows strong openness
to new, innovative
payment methods,
although still demonstrates
greater comfort with
traditional channels.

For the past 60 years, Visa has been
actively involved in all kinds of
market changes, from the seismic
to the subtle. We understand
the challenges and unintended
consequences that change can
pose to industries, we know the
indicators to look for, and we have
the data to evaluate the impact that
innovations can have at every level.
Our platforms and solutions are
designed to adapt, evolve, and even
get ahead of market shifts to give
our partners advantage and a solid
foundation for breakthroughs.

EUROPE
Consumers need to feel
more trust and protection
to move to more
innovative payments.

LAC
Has a history of
leap-frogging innovation
generations. While secure
payment methods are
prominent, interest in
innovative payments
suggests great potential.

From our platforms to our people,
Visa is ready for the future of digital
payments. We are bringing it to life,
together. Join the conversation.
To learn more about this
research, dive deeper into
region and country specific
reports, and explore opportunities
with the Visa team, visit
visa.com/commerceunbound.

AP
Consumers in AP are well
along the road from
consumer-centric to
seamless channels.
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Key Findings of the Global Commerce
Unbound Report
• Leading Edge Consumers and Gen Z traded their use of cash (12% and 10%
reduction, respectively) for cards (21% and 12% increase, respectively).
• The global opportunity for innovative payments methods is strong (defined as
interest minus usage):
• Prepaid reloadable cards – 28
• Contactless with card – 23
• Biometrics – 27
• Peer-to-peer payments – 17
• Implants – 11
• Protection of personably identifiable information has become a more important
driver of payment choice, moving from 13th in 2017 to 5th in 2018.
• Personalization is generally less of a driving need in payments decisions
compared to 2017.
• Contactless with card has shown compelling increase in usage (+44%), interest
(+29%), and opportunity (+15%).
• Contactless with phone showed growth in usage (+19%), interest (+19%), and
opportunity (+14%).
• Millennials use consumer-centric payments 49% more than secure payments.

• In-person banking has remained consistent at 32% for the past three years.
• In-app bankers have increased to 25%, while online bankers dropped to 43%.
• 31% of Leading Edge Consumers (vs. 23% overall) use messaging apps for
payments. 57% are interested (37% overall).
• 25% of Gen Z use messaging apps for payments. 42% are interested.
• WhatsApp is used by 38% of consumers globally for payments, Facebook
Messenger by 33%, and WeChat Pay by 19%.
• 14% of consumers use Amazon Alexa or Google Home to make payments.
• 70% of consumers use some type of conversational commerce.
• Mobile app bankers have a more positive relationship with their bank – 86% say
their bank is trustworthy and 49% loving.
• In-person bankers have a more challenging relationship with their bank, with
14% calling the relationship adversarial and 12% being indifferent (compared to
6% adversarial and 7% indifferent among in-app bankers).
• Consumers expect payments innovations to come from Payment Networks and
Payment Providers. LECs and Gen Z believe tech companies can also deliver
payments innovations.
• China, Russia, and India lead the way in payments Innovation Readiness.
• Australia, UK, Brazil, and South Korea lead in Payment Maturity.

METHODOLOGY

Methodology
The 2018 Future of Payments study
collected 12,217 online surveys
from 20 countries: USA, Canada, UK,
France, Poland, Germany, Sweden,
Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, Australia, China, India,
Japan, South Korea, Russia, Kenya,
and UAE, between May 31st and June
29th, 2018. None of the respondents
work in financial services, marketing,
market research, advertising, or
public relations. All currently use
a smartphone, have a savings
or checking account, own/use a
computer or tablet, and have a
credit or debit card.

Leading Edge
Consumer
Score in top
15% on LEC
attribute questions

The study was conducted by global
market research firm GfK on behalf
of Visa. The 25-minute online survey
was conducted in local languages
across 20 of Visa’s largest markets.
The research reflects the views and
opinions of online populations in
the 20 countries studied.
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Gen Z
Ages 14-17

Millennials

Baby Boomer

Ages 18-34

Ages 56-64
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Survey Questions
A1. Calculated as Payments Maturity - Innovation Readiness.
Payments Maturity metric:
i.
Please think about the payments you make for everyday transactions (excluding rent, mortgage, or other larger,
infrequent payments). Thinking of your past 10 everyday transactions, how many were made in each of the
following ways?
ii.
Continuing to think about your past 10 everyday transactions, how many were made using each of the below
forms of payment?
iii.
Please select the statements that best match the brands, you are free to choose all statements that apply for
each brand concerning new ways of paying for products and services.
iv.
Please use the following scale to describe your preference to use each of these brands for financial transactions:
[(1) I prefer to never use this brand, (2) I prefer another brand, but use this occasionally, (3) Is one of many brands
I use, (4) Is my preferred brand, but I also use others, (5) Is the one brand I prefer to use, whenever possible].
v.
Which of the following best describes how you interact with a bank?
Innovation Readiness metric:
i.
Please think about the payments you make for everyday transactions (excluding rent, mortgage, or other larger,
infrequent payments). Thinking of your past 10 everyday transactions, how many were made using each of the
below forms of payment?
ii.
How interested are you in having each of the following capabilities available to you for use in your life today?

07

A2. Ibid.

08

A3. Leading the Change.
Continuing to think about your past 10 everyday transactions, how many were made using each of the below forms
of payment?

17

A4. Opportunity for Innovative Payments Varies by Country and by Type.
i.
Below is a list of innovative payment and banking methods. For each method please indicate if you are aware of
it and if you currently use it.
ii.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?

19

A5. Transforming Transit.
i.
Think about payments you make as it relates to domestic or international travel (e.g. vacations, business trips).
For each method please indicate if you are aware of it and if you currently use it.
ii.
How willing would you be to use each of the following in the next 18 months when traveling domestically or
internationally (e.g. vacations, business trips)?

20

A6. Equating Trust and Value.
Below you will see various statements that others made about using innovative payment and banking methods. Please think
about how much these would influence your decision to use each innovative payment and banking methods, and select all
answers that apply to you personally.

27

A7. Data-Driven Details.
Below you will see various statements that others made about using innovative payment and banking methods. Please think
about how much these would influence your decision to use each innovative payment and banking methods, and select all
answers that apply to you personally.

30

A8. Safeguard My Stats.
i.
Please select the statements that best match the brands, you are free to choose all statements that apply for
each brand concerning new ways of paying for products and services.
ii.
Please use the following scale to describe your preference to use each of these brands for financial transactions:
[(1) I prefer to never use this brand, (2) I prefer another brand, but use this occasionally, (3) Is one of many brands
I use, (4) Is my preferred brand, but I also use others, (5) Is the one brand I prefer to use, whenever possible].

30
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A9. Ibid.

31

SMB Fintech report 2017, BI Intelligence.
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29.
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Kharas, Homi, “The Unprecedented Expansion of the Global Middle Class: An Update,” Global Economy & Development
Working Paper 100, February 2017, Brookings Institution, 14. UN World Population Prospects.
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A10. Ranking Variation in Latin America and the Caribbean, North America, and Asia Pacific.
The research includes the following countries in each region: North America (NA) - Canada, United States (US); Latin America
and the Caribbean (LAC) – Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico; Europe – France, Germany, Poland, Sweden, United
Kingdom (UK); Central Europe, Middle East, and Africa (CEMEA) – Kenya, Russia, United Arab Emirates (UAE); Asia Pacific (AP) –
Australia, China, India, Japan, South Korea
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Appendix
Survey Questions

iii.

A11. Global Contactless with Card.
i.
Below is a list of innovative payment and banking methods. For each method please indicate if you are aware of
it and if you currently use it.
ii.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?
iii.
Please select the statements that best match the payment methods. You are free to choose all statements that
apply for each payment method.
iv.
Below you will see various statements that others made about using innovative payment and banking methods.
Please think about how much these would influence your decision to use each innovative payment and banking
methods, and select all answers that apply to you personally.

37

A12. Ibid

37

A13. Payment Types by Generational Segment.
Continuing to think about your past 10 everyday transactions, how many were made using each of the below forms
of payment?

41

A14. Increase in Banking App Adoption Mostly by Online Bankers.
Which of the following best describes how you interact with banks?

46

A15. Consumers Use Messaging for Many Purposes, Including Payments.
v.
Below is a list of brands consumers use to interact with individuals and businesses (either through messaging
or voice technology) to do things like purchase products, transfer money, read reviews, and get personalized
recommendations. For each brand, please indicate if you are aware of it and if you currently use it.
a.
By messaging, we mean interacting with an individual or a business via the internet or a mobile
phone through a chat/messaging application.
b.
By voice technology, we mean interacting with an individual or a business via smart home devices
using voice commands.
vi.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?
vii. Please think about the payments you make for everyday transactions (excluding rent, mortgage, or other larger,
infrequent payments). Thinking of your past 10 everyday transactions, how many were made in each of the
following ways?

55

A16. Internet of Things.
How interested are you in having each of the following capabilities available to you for use in your life today?

58

A17. Strong Opportunities for Wearables.
i.
Below is a list of innovative payment and banking methods. For each method please indicate if you are aware of
it and if you currently use it.
ii.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?
iii.
Please select the statements that best match the payment methods. You are free to choose all statements that
apply for each payment method.
iv.
Below you will see various statements that others made about using innovative payment and banking methods.
Please think about how much these would influence your decision to use each innovative payment and banking
methods, and select all answers that apply to you personally.

58

A18. Conversational Commerce.
i.
Below is a list of brands consumers use to interact with individuals and businesses (either through messaging
or voice technology) to do things like purchase products, transfer money, read reviews, and get personalized
recommendations. For each brand, please indicate if you are aware of it and if you currently use it.
a.
By messaging, we mean interacting with an individual or a business via the internet or a mobile
phone through a chat/messaging application.
b.
By voice technology, we mean interacting with an individual or a business via smart home devices
using voice commands.
ii.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?
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A19. Growing Interest in Conversational Commerce.
How interested are you in having each of the following capabilities available to you for use in your life today?
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A20. Voice is Leading the Way: Strong Payment Potential Among Consumer Segments.
i.
Below is a list of innovative payment and banking methods. For each method please indicate if you are aware of
it and if you currently use it.
ii.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?
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iv.

Please select the statements that best match the payment methods. You are free to choose all statements that
apply for each payment method.
Below you will see various statements that others made about using innovative payment and banking methods.
Please think about how much these would influence your decision to use each innovative payment and banking
methods, and select all answers that apply to you personally.

A21. Getting in on the Conversation.
i.
Below is a list of brands consumers use to interact with individuals and businesses (either through messaging
or voice technology) to do things like purchase products, transfer money, read reviews, and get personalized
recommendations. For each brand, please indicate if you are aware of it and if you currently use it.
a.
By messaging, we mean interacting with an individual or a business via the internet or a mobile
phone through a chat/messaging application.
b.
By voice technology, we mean interacting with an individual or a business via smart home devices
using voice commands.
ii.
How interested would you be in potentially using each of the following in the next 18 months?
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A22. More Digital. More Love.
Which of the following best describes how you interact with banks?
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A23. In-Person Bankers.
iii.
Please think about the following brands as they relate to making digital payments (online, mobile, app,
contactless, etc.). How would you describe your relationship with each of the following brands?
iv.
Thinking again about the following brands as they relate to making digital payments (online, mobile, app,
contactless, etc.). How would you describe your level of trust with each of the following brands?
v.
Which of the following best describes how you interact with banks?
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A24. Pioneering Payments Innovation.
i.
When you think of the next innovation in payment methods, which of the following types of companies is it
most likely to come from? (Select all that apply)
ii.
Thinking again about the next innovation in payment methods. How would you describe your level of trust in
innovative payments coming from the following types of companies?
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The 2018 GLOBAL COMMERCE UNBOUND REPORT identifies five
key themes driving advances in global commerce. These findings were
gleaned from Visa’s fourth annual Future of Payments study.
The Future of Payments study collected 12,217 online surveys across 20
countries. The report reflects the views and opinions of those surveyed
and includes 14 viewpoints provided by leaders within Visa.
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